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TEARS OF THE SOUL  1 

Tears of the Soul: 

A Reconstruction of Proto-Philippine forms on death and afterlife 

Ma. Jezia Talavera 

 

Abstract 

Every language is a valuable key to cross the threshold of different cultures, and every 

language is a special “lens” to view the world in different perspectives (Ansary, 2005). 

The diverse and multilinguistic landscape of the Philippines offers over a hundred unique 

ways on how to see the world, which is reflected in the equally diverse but related 

cultures of its many ethnolinguistic groups (EGs). This paper focuses on the culture of 

death and afterlife in Philippine languages, and applies the method of historical linguistics 

to achieve a tentative reconstruction of proto-forms related to these concepts. Ten 

Philippine languages, namely Ivatan, Ilocano, Kankanaey, Tina Sambal, Kapampangan, 

Tagalog, Bikol Polangui, Kinaray-a, Cuyunon and T‟boli were gathered. Reconstructed 

proto-forms proposed by Charles (1974) and Paz (1981) were used as reference in this 

study. Thirteen proto-forms were tentatively reconstructed and a linguistic network was 

constructed to illustrate the semantic relationship of these words. Finally the substantial 

number of linguistic reconstructions on death and afterlife showed implications on the 

significance of this culture in the Philippine EGs, as well as the cultural similarity and 

unity of these groups that may prove their underlying unique identity despite their 

diversity (Paz, 2008). 

 

Keywords: Philippine languages, historical linguistics, death, afterlife 
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1. INTRODUCTION. The universal concepts of death and afterlife are evident in 

different cultures around the world, which falls under the realm of religion (Harris, 1927, 

p. 255). These concepts include the belief in ancestral spirits, which account for 

widespread notions that human beings comprise of two parts: the physical body and the 

spirit or soul (Haviland, 2003, p. 661). In the Philippines, both linguistic and 

archaeological researches have offered substantial pieces of evidence that reflect the 

Filipino ancestors‟ belief in the spirit world and in afterlife (Paz, 2008, p. 8). Linguistic 

evidence on reconstructed proto-forms PMP *nawa „breath, breath soul‟ and PAN 

*qaNiCu „ghost, spirit of the dead‟ (Blust, 1995, p. 501) proved to be  clear indications of 

a genetic subgrouping not only of the Philippine languages but also of those which 

constitute the Western Malayo-Polynesian languages. Archaeological proof, which 

includes burial assemblages and other material remains that are marked with striking 

morphological similarities were also found in other Southeast Asian countries, which also 

reveal that they are not just commonly united geographically but also genetically and 

historically (Kasaysayan, 1992, p. 93).  

 

1.1. Concept of Death and Afterlife in the Philippines. With the archipelagic 

landscape of the Philippines and the many ethnolinguistic groups (EGs) that are widely 

distributed all over the country, diverse but genetically-related languages and equally 

distinct cultures have emerged (Paz, 2008, p. 3). Despite this diversity, these languages 

and EGs may still be united with an underlying unique identity through a glimpse of their 

cultures, and ultimately through their languages.  

 

The existence of the concepts of the death, the spirit world and afterlife in Philippine 

EGs are evident in their belief systems, which are reflected by a number of words and 

expressions (Paz, 2008, p.8). The surprisingly similar and widespread use of these words 

in the different languages of the Philippines may also indicate the significance of this 

culture; in fact religion and spirituality appears to be the most important cultural factor 

that measures the Filipino well-being (Sycip et al., 2008, p. 25). Even though this may 

reflect the religion of Christianity, which has deeply infused with the Filipino animistic 

belief system, such religion has evolved into the so-called folk syncretism or folk 

Catholicism (Schumacher, 1984, p. 251). 
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1.2. Genetic Relationships and Subgrouping of PH languages. The Proto-

Philippine (PPh) subgroup, which descends from the Western-Malayo Polynesian family 

(Blust, 2005, p. 40) was maintained in this study. The nine PPh microgroups proposed by 

Blust (1991) was used as reference for the subgrouping of the ten languages. These 

microgroups are the Bashiic, Cordilleran, Central Luzon, Inati, Kalamian, Greater Central 

Philippines (GCP), Bilic, Sangiric and Minahasan (Blust, 1991). The South Mangyan, 

Palawanic, Central Philippines, Manobo, Danaw, Subanun and Gorontalo-Mongondow 

groups constitute the GCP microgroup (Blust, 1991, p. 101). 

 

1.3. Objectives. This paper focused on the linguistic evidence on shared similarities 

related to the concept of afterlife using a historical approach. This research also aimed to 

compare words associated with afterlife using the Comparative Method (Crowley, 1997) 

and reconstruct their respective proto-forms (Paz, 1981) in ten Philippine languages. A 

semantic web (Novák, 2008) was also constructed using the proto-forms obtained in this 

study to determine cognitive links between these words. Finally this paper revisited the 

genetic subgrouping of Philippine language using this semantic domain. 
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2. METHODOLOGY. The comparative method (Crowley, 1997) was employed in the 

study to determine the tentative reconstruction of proto-forms associated with the 

concept of death and afterlife. Data from ten Philippine languages, namely Tagalog (Tag), 

Ivatan (Ivt), Ilocano (Ilo), Kankanaey (Kan), Tina Sambal (Smb), Kapampangan (Kap), 

Bicol Polangui (Pol), Kinaray-a (Kin), Cuyunon (Cuy) and T‟boli (Tbl) were collected. All 

the informants for each language are native speakers.  

 

Sound correspondences were analyzed and cognate forms were compared to determine 

the possible reconstructions of the proto-forms. Cognate sets were categorized based on 

the number of languages with cognates that are similar in form and meaning.  

 

Two comprehensive linguistic studies on the reconstruction of the Proto-Philippine 

phoneme inventory and morphemes were used as reference for this brief research: 

Charles (1974) and Paz (1981). A comparison of their reconstructions was also employed 

in the study. 

 

2.1. Charles (1974). Charles used 16 principal Philippine languages in his study, namely 

Itbayaten, Iloko, Kapampangan, Tagalog, Cebuano, Maranao, Western Bukidnon 

Manobo, Teduray, T‟boli, Ivatan, Isneg, Sagada Igorot, Bontoc, Pangasinan, Bikol and 

Tausug (Charles, 1974, p. 487). He also included other Philippine languages such as 

Subanen, Mamanwa, Inibaloi, Bagobo, Sambal, B‟laan and Tagbanwa in some of his 

Proto-Philippine constructions (Charles, 1974). He also compared the PPh forms with 

neighboring language groups such as Sangirese, Tontemboan, Mongondow, Gorontalic, 

Dusun and Murut (Charles, 1974, p. 487). 

 

He also identified 17 proto-Philippine consonants: *p, *b, *t, *d, *k, *q, *h, *m, *n, *ng, 

*ny, *s, *j, *y, *w, *l and *R; possibly the *g and *r may be included; and 4 proto-

Philippine vowels *a, *i, *u and *ə (Charles, 1974, p. 457). He did not give any phonemic 

values for these proto-phonemes; instead he presented problems regarding some of their 

reconstructions (Charles, 1974, p. 458). Charles also recognized proto-Philippine mergers 

*j and *R, and a PPh *ny which only retained in Kapampangan (Charles, 1974, p. 488). 
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2.1.1. PPh *R. The proto-phoneme *R was characterized as more of a sonorant rather 

than an obstruent sound, and was used to represent the erratic correspondences of /g/, 

/l/ and /y/ especially in PPh medial consonant clusters (Charles, 1974, pp. 459-461). 

 

2.1.2. PPh *r. No evidence was observed for a possible reconstruction of PPh *r; rather 

heavy borrowings from Malay and irregular correspondences in other Philippine 

languages were observed instead (Charles, 1974, p. 474). 

 

2.1.3. PPh *g. Similar to PPh *r, PPh *g cannot be reconstructed due to observations of 

certain borrowings from Malay that reflect the correspondence, and of the /k/ and /g/ 

doublets that point to /k/ as the possible original phoneme instead (Charles, 1974, p. 

476). 

 

2.2. Paz (1981). Paz collected and gathered data in situ from 29 Philippine languages, 

namely Tagalog, Kapampangan, Iba Zambal, Pangasinan, Ilokano, Itbayat, Itawis, Ibanag, 

Tausug, B‟laan, Manobo, Isinai, Kalinga, Bontok, Ilongot, Bikol-Naga, Virac, 

Kamalignon, Subanun, Bagobo, Waray, Sebuano, Aklanon, Buhid, Tagbanwa, Agutaynon, 

Maranao, Yakan and Bukidnon (Paz, 1981, p. 10). She focused on these languages to 

reconstruct the Proto-Philippine phonemes and morphemes using a qualitative approach 

of Comparative Method (Paz, 1981, p. 9). 

 

Paz identified 18 consonants, 4 vowels and 5 dipthongs for the Proto-Philippine 

phoneme inventory (Paz, 1981, p. 61). 

 

Consonants     p t   k Ɂ 

   b d d̥ g ̯ g 

     s   h 

   m  n  ŋ 

     l   l ̥ 
   w   y  

Vowels   i  u 

    ə 

    a  

Dipthongs  ay   uy  əy   aw   iw  
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It can be observed that there was no reconstruction for a proto-phoneme *r/*R, but 

multiple reconstructions for the proto-phonemes *d, *l and *g were made to account for 

the varied reflex correspondences of a possibly original phonemic element (Conant, 1911, 

p. 70).  

 

2.2.1. PPh *d. Three phonetic reflexes of the proto-phoneme *d in the 29 languages were 

identified—dental, alveolar and alveopalatal. The back or alveolar proto-phoneme *d̥ was 

reconstructed due to the dominance of the alveolar reflex that relatively shares the quality 

of the dental [d] (Paz, 1981, p. 58). 

 

2.2.2. PPh *g. Four phonetic reflexes of the proto-phoneme *g were observed—alveolar, 

alveopalatal, palatal and velar. A fronted velar proto-phoneme *g̯ was reconstructed, 

where there was a high frequency of the velar variant and the fronted palatal articulation 

in the 29 languages (Paz, 1981, p. 59). 

 

2.2.3. PPh *r. The reconstruction of the proto-phoneme *r revealed the most diverse 

correspondences, which included 21 alveolar, 4 velar, 2 dental, 1 palatal and 1 

alveopalatal (Paz, 1981, p. 60). 

 

It can be observed that some of the languages they used were also found in the list of 

languages utilized in this study, which include Tagalog, Kapampangan and Ilokano used 

by Paz (1981), and Tagalog, Kapampangan, Iloko, Ivatan, T‟boli and Sambal used by 

Charles (1974). The rest of the languages they worked on were also used as reference for 

further analysis of the tentative proto-forms proposed in this study. 

 

Both studies also agreed with the four-vowel system in the Proto-Philippine phonemic 

inventory; but proposed rather different sets of PPh consonants. The reconstructions 

made in this study were relatively based on the proto-phonemes proposed by Paz (1981). 

Only the PPh *R of Charles (1974) was used in the study to reconstruct the irregular 

correspondences of /r/, /l/ and /d/. The use of this proto-phoneme was also based on 

Blust‟s (1991, p. 88) reconstruction of the Proto-Philippine phonemic inventory, which is 

identified as a voiced uvular trill (Blust, 1991, p. 94). 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. Thirteen words associated with the concept of 

death, burial and afterlife were obtained and found to have cognate sets in the ten 

Philippine languages. Each cognate set was analyzed and a discussion on the irregular 

reflexes based on the correspondence rules (Paz, 1981, pp. 69-99) for each proto-

morpheme was made. The tentative reconstructions achieved in this research were also 

compared to those proposed by Paz (1981) and Charles (1974). 

 

3.1. The Semantic Web. A semantic network was made to reconstruct the thirteen 

proto-forms utilized in the study. Semantic network is defined as a linkage of related 

concepts of a particular semantic domain; no two concepts embody the exact same 

object, but possess analogous semantic features that contribute to the overall conceptual 

model (Novák, 2008, p. 25). 

 

Thirteen proto-forms associated with the concept of death, burial and afterlife namely 

*[p,Ø]ataj „to die‟, *ləbəŋ „to bury‟, *taŋis „to cry‟ and *luhak/*luhaɁ „tears‟, *lawas „body‟, 

*kaRaRuwa and *kalag „soul‟, *baRutu and *baŋka „boat‟ were obtained in the 

comparative analysis. Secondary concepts related to this semantic domain, namely *halin 

„to go; to leave‟, *kutkut „grave‟, *lupa „earth soil‟ and *laŋit „heaven; sky‟ were also 

included in the analysis. These proto-forms were also mapped in the semantic network to 

determine their conceptual relationships with each other. 

 

Fig. 1. Semantic Web of Death and Afterlife 
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Figure 1 illustrates the preliminary concept map of death and afterlife in Philippine 

languages. It can be inferred that death involves the two essential elements of life: the 

body and the soul, and that upon death, the soul departs from the physical body 

(Mercado, 1991, p. 287). It also involves the burial of the body, and in recent times the 

making of a grave to pay respect to the dead. This accounts for the widespread traditions 

and archaeological evidence on burial cultures in the Philippines (Barretto, 2000, p. 95).  

 

The soul, on the other hand leaves the physical body and embarks on a new journey to 

afterlife. The cultural notion that the soul travels and sails through the oceans to cross 

the afterworld using a boat is also proven by archaeological evidence (Kasaysayan, 1980, 

p. 110). Due to the feudal religious influence of the Spanish colonizers, who deeply 

immersed the pre-colonial belief system with Christianity, widespread notions on the 

concepts of heaven and hell have emerged (Schumacher, 1984, p. 257). Moreover, the 

vertical climb to heaven and the struggle of the soul to avoid the ground of hell is clearly 

in sharp contrast with the voyage of the soul in a straight path of the animistic belief 

system. The linguistic reconstructions for the concepts of earth, heaven and hell were still 

included in this paper, but were categorized as secondary associations with death and 

afterlife. 

 

Death also imparts an emotional load of sadness, which may lead to sorrow and grief 

(Paz, 2008, p. 147). This in turn is manifested in the form of crying or weeping, which is 

also associated with tears.  

 

3.2. Reconstruction of Proto-forms. The semantic network for the reconstructed 

proto-forms analyzed in this study was further divided into two: 1) death and burial and 

2) afterlife. The secondary concepts associated with this semantic domain were also 

analyzed and briefly discussed.  

 

3.2.1. Death and Burial. The reconstructions of the four proto-forms related to death and 

afterlife showed that these words are fairly distributed in the ten languages analyzed in 

this study. 
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3.2.1.1. patay „to die‟ 

  p a t a j  Tag 

  p a t a j  Kin 

  p a t a j  Cuy 

  n a t a j  Ilo 

  n a t ə j  Kan 

  n a t i   Smb 

  m a t ε   Kap 

  m a t a j  Tbl 

*[p, Ø]ataj 

 

*p- Tag, Kan, Kin and Cuy show the regular voiceless bilabial stop [p], while Ilo, Kan 

and Smb show an alveolar nasal reflex [n], which may be due to the process of 

dissimilation, particularly a nasal substitution, changing the stop to its homorganic nasal 

[m]. This is followed by a partial assimilation to the alveolar nasal [n] due to the 

articulatory pull of the neighboring voiceless dental stop [t]. Kap and Tbl, on the other 

hand show a bilabial nasal [m], which is illustrative of the nasal substitution from the 

voiceless bilabial stop [p]. 

 

This proto-phoneme appears to be rather problematic in the word „to die‟ in that the 

voiceless bilabial stop [p] may only be the nominalized affix of the proto-form, while the 

bilabial nasals [m] and [n] are the actor and goal focus affixes respectively. The tentative 

reconstruction for this sound may therefore be null. However this is still subject to 

further research. 

*-a- All languages show the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]. 

*-t- All languages show the regular voiceless dental stop [t]. 

*-aj All languages except Kan, Smb and Kap show the regular dipthong [aj]. Kan shows a 

corresponding reflex of [-əj]. Evidence for the reflex include PPh *balaj „house‟ > Kan 

ba-ej; PPh *kagtəj „liver‟ > Kan Ɂatəj (Paz, 1981, p. 175). Smb on the other hand shows a 

monopthongized [i], where further evidence includes PPh *baləj „house‟ > Smb bali (Paz, 

1981, p. 13). Kap exhibits a monopthongized reflex [ε]; further evidence for this reflex 

include PPh *baləj „house‟ > balε; PPh *kidaj „eyebrow‟ > Kap kilε (Paz, 1981, p. 43). 
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3.2.1.2. libing „to bury‟ 

l i b i ŋ  Smb 

  l i b i ŋ  Tag 

  l i b i ŋ  Kap 

  l ə b ə ŋ  Cuy 

  l ə b ə ŋ  Pol 

  l ə b ə ŋ  Tbl 

  l u b u ŋ  Kin 

*ləbəŋ 

 

*l- All languages exhibit the regular lateral consonant [l]. 

*-ə- Cuy, Pol and Tbl exhibit the mid-central vowel [ə  which is illustrative of the Pepet 

Law, where there is a uniform correspondence set in the pepet vocalism (Conant, 1912, p. 

933). Tag, Kap and Smb show a high front unrounded reflex [i], which also shows the 

Tag reflex for the pepet; Kap on the other hand showed an irregular correspondence of 

[i] instead of [a], which may be due to borrowing from Tagalog. Kin on the other hand 

shows a back high back rounded reflex [u]. 

 *-b- All languages show the regular voiced bilabial stop [b]. 

*-ə- Cuy, Pol and Tbl exhibit the regular mid-central vowel [ə], while others exhibit their 

respective pepet reflexes (Conant, 1912). This reconstruction is also illustrative of the 

seventh class type of pepet in Philippine languages, the /pp/ class, where the pepet is 

found the two syllables of the word (Conant, 1912, p. 921). Such reconstruction of the 

proto-form is also seen in PAN *ləbəŋ „bury; burial‟ (Blust, 1995, p. 501). 

*-ŋ All languages show the regular velar nasal [ŋ]. 

 

3.2.1.3. iyak „to cry‟ 

t a ŋ i s   Cuy 

  t a ny i s   Ivt 

  t a ŋ i    Smb 

s a ŋ i t   Ilo 

*taŋis 
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*t- Cuy, Ivt, Smb and Ilo all show the regular voiceless dental stop. It should be noted, 

however that the Ilo cognate for „to cry‟ underwent metathesis of the voiceless alveolar 

fricative [s] and the voiceless dental stop [t]. 

*-a- All languages given above show the regular open back unrounded vowel. 

*-ŋ- Cuy, Smb and Ilo show the regular velar nasal; Ivt exhibits a palatalized nasal reflex 

[ny]. This consonant only occurs when it follows the high front unrounded vowel [i] in 

word-initial and word-final positions in Ivatan (Cottle & Cottle, 1958, p. 30). 

*-i- All languages show the regular high front unrounded vowel [i]. 

*-s Cuy, Ivt and Ilo show the regular voiceless alveolar fricative [s]; however the 

consonant underwent simple reduction in Smb.  

 

3.2.1.4. luha „tears‟ 

h u Ɂ u Ivt 

l u h a   Smb 

l u h a Ɂ  Tag 

l u h a Ɂ  Kin 

l u h a Ɂ  Cuy 

  l  w a   Ilo 

  l  w a Ɂ  Pol 

  l u w a Ɂ  Kap 

l ə w ɑ k  Tbl 

*luhak/ *luhaɁ 

 

*l- All languages except Ivt exhibit the regular lateral consonant [l]; Ivt underwent 

consonant substitution from the lateral [l] to the glottal stop [Ɂ] and metathesis from 

word-initial to word-medial position. 

*-u- Ivt, Smb, Tag, Kin, Cuy and Kap show the regular high back rounded vowel [u]; Ilo 

and Pol on the other hand underwent labialization and vowel loss, where the glottal 

fricative is replaced by the labiovelar [w] due to the contiguous [u] (Paz, 1981, p. 88). Ivt, 

on the other hand underwent metathesis of the high back rounded vowel, while Tbl, 

shows a reflex of the mid-central vowel [ə]. 

 *-h- Smb, Tag, Kin and Cuy exhibit the regular glottal fricative [h]; Ilo, Pol, Kap and Tbl 

show the labialized [w] due to the adjacent influence of the high back rounded vowel [u]. 
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*-a- All languages except Ivt and Tbl show the regular open back unrounded vowel; Ivt 

shows the high back rounded vowel [u] probably due to vowel harmony of the preceding 

vowel and metathesis from word-medial to word-final position. Tbl on the other hand 

exhibits the regular open back unrounded reflex [ɑ]1 (Reid, 1997, p. 11). Further evidence 

of the reflex include PPh *bujak „flower > Tbl bulɑk (Charles, 1974, p. 494) and PPh 

*tanəq „earth‟ > Tbl tɑnɑk (Charles, 1974, p. 495). 

 *-k/*-Ɂ This proto-phoneme was reconstructed in two ways: it may be the voiceless 

velar stop *k, which only retained in Tbl or the glottal stop *Ɂ, which is manifested in the 

rest of the languages except Ilo and Smb.  If the velar stop [k] is maintained to be the 

proto-phoneme for the word „tears‟, the explanation would be as follows: 

 

Tbl retained the voiceless velar stop [k]; the rest of the languages except Ilo and Smb 

underwent consonant lenition to the glottal stop [Ɂ]; Ilo and Smb underwent consonant 

weakening and loss. Certain reconstructions of proto-forms proposed by Paz (1981, p. 

151) and Charles (1974, p. 489) showed that the correspondence of the PPh *Ɂ2 in 

notably two Philippine languages, namely Tagbanwa (Agutaynon/Karamianon) is /k/. 

This is shown in Tables 1 and 2: 
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Table 1: PPh proto-forms and T’boli reflexes with *Ɂ: /k/ correspondence (Paz, 1981) 

Proto-Philippine form T’boli reflex Meaning 

Word-Initial 

1. PPh * Ɂinit kini hot 

2. PPh *Ɂulu kulu head 

3. PPh *kagtəj kataj liver 

4. PPh *Ɂardaw kədaw sun; day 

5. PPh *kasin kahi salt 

6. PPh *Ɂuran kulɑn rain 

Word-Final 

7. PPh *tanəɁ tɑnɑk earth 

8. PPh *pənuɁ hənɑk full 

9. PPh *panaɁ hanak arrow 

10. PPh *tuduɁ tədɑk finger; to point 

11. PPh *danaɁ nanak pus 

12. PPh *kuduɁ kɑdɑk to boil 

 

Table 1 shows that the voiceless velar stop /k/ is a regular reflex in T‟boli of the PPh *Ɂ. 

If the velar stop [k] is to be reconstructed as the proto-phoneme, then it follows that /k/ 

only retained in T‟boli and Agutaynon, while the rest of the Philippine languages which 

regularly reflect the glottal stop /Ɂ/ all underwent consonant weakening. However the 

correspondences of /k/ in Tbl to /Ɂ/ in other Philippine languages appear to be very 

regular, in that /k/ may simply be a reflex of the proto-phoneme *Ɂ. 
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Table 2: PPh proto-forms and Agutaynon reflexes with *Ɂ: /k/ correspondence (Charles, 1974) 

Proto-Philippine form Agutaynon reflex Meaning 

Word-Initial 

1. PPh *qabmiyan kambiyan northeast wind 

2. PPh *qabuq kabuq ashes 

3. PPh *qabut kabut to reach 

4. PPh *qaninuq kaninuq shadow 

5. PPh *qantut kutut flatulence 

6. PPh *qasawa katawa spouse 

7. PPh *qasu kasuq dog 

8. PPh *qatəp katep roof 

9. PPh *kalsəm kaqləm sour 

10. PPh *qiklug kiyuy egg 

11. PPh *quhay kway spike of palay 

Word-Medial (Paz, 1981, pp. 19, 47, 179) 

12. PPh *bitukən bitukun star 

13. PPh *buɁaja bukaja crocodile 

14. PPh *baksən bakən sneeze 

15. PPh *liɁəg likəl neck 

Word-Final 

16. PPh *dilaq dilak tongue 

17. PPh *danaq nanak pus 

18. PPh *qəpak kapa chaff of palay 

19. PPh *luhaq luuk tear 

20. PPh *panaq panak arrow 

21. PPh *pənuq punuk full 

 

Table 2 also shows the correspondence of PPh *Ɂ: /k/ in Agutaynon, which occurs in all 

environments and not just in word-initial and word-final positions (Charles, 1974, p. 488). 

The correspondences also appear to be regular in the case of Agutaynon, and may 

further negate the retention of the velar stop /k/ in this language. 
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If the glottal stop /Ɂ/ is reconstructed as the proto-phoneme for the word „tears‟, the 

explanation would be more sound and logical; that is, T‟boli and Agutaynon reflect the 

*Ɂ as /k/, while the rest of the languages reflect it as /Ɂ/. Paz (1981, p. 50) proposed a 

reconstruction of PPh *luhaɁ „tears‟, while Charles (1974, p. 495) reconstructed PPh 

*luhəq „tears‟; also PMP *luSuq and PAn *luSəq „tear‟. This may also imply that the 

voiceless velar stop /k/ in T‟boli and Agutaynon reflect two sounds, the regular [k] and 

the glottal stop [Ɂ]. However this reconstruction may still require further investigation 

and a wider corpus of data from a more substantial number of Philippine languages. 

 

3.2.2. Afterlife. Five proto-forms that are semantically associated with afterlife were also 

obtained and tentatively reconstructed from the ten Philippine languages. It can also be 

observed that these words are fairly evident in most of the ten Philippine languages used 

in this study. 

 

3.2.2.1. katawan „body‟ 

Ɂ a w a k  Ilo 

  l a w a s  Pol 

  l a w a s  Kin 

  l a w a s  Cuy 

  l ɑ w ɑ   Tbl 

*lawas 

 

*l- All languages except Ilo show the regular lateral consonant[l]; Ilo underwent 

substitution from the lateral [l] to the glottal stop [Ɂ]. 

*-a- All languages except Tbl show the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]; Tbl 

exhibits the open back unrounded reflex [ɑ] (Reid, 1997, p. 11). 

 *-w- All languages show the regular labiovelar glide [w]. 

*-a- All languages except Tbl show the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]; Tbl 

exhibits the open back unrounded reflex [ɑ] (Reid, 1997, p. 11). 

*-s Pol, Kin and Cuy show the regular voiceless alveolar fricative [s]. Tbl underwent 

consonant reduction and loss. 
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3.2.2.2. kaluluwa1 „soul‟ 

  k a r a r  w a Ilo 

  k a l u l u w a Smb 

  k a l u l u w a Tag 

  k a l a d  w a Kap 

*kaRaRuwa 

 

*k- All languages exhibit the regular voiceless velar stop [k]. 

*-a- All languages exhibit the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]. 

*-R- Ilo exhibits the one-tap trill rhotic reflex [r] (Conant, 1911, p. 75). This reflex is also 

illustrative of the RGH law, where Ilo preserved the [r] in most words (Conant, 1911, p. 

76). Smb, Tag and Kap on the other hand show a lateral [l]. 

*-a- Ilo and Kap both show the open back unrounded vowel [a], while Smb and Tag 

show the high back rounded vowel [u]. 

*-R- Smb and Tag exhibit the lateral reflex [l]; Ilo shows the rhotic reflex [r] (Conant, 

1911, p. 75) and Kap the voiced dental stop [d]. 

*-u-Tag and Smb retained the regular high back rounded vowel [u]; Ilo and Kap lost the 

vowel due to labialization of the neighboring glide [w]. 

*-w- All languages show the regular labiovelar glide [w]. 

*-a All languages exhibit the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]. 

 

3.2.2.3. kaluluwa2 „soul‟ 

  k a l a g  Kan 

  k a l a g  Pol 

  k a l a g  Kin 

  k a l a g  Cuy 

*kalag 

 

*k- All languages show the regular voiceless velar stop [k] 

 *-a- All languages exhibit the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]. 

*-l-All languages show the regular lateral consonant [l] 

 *-a- All languages exhibit the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]. 

*-g All languages show the regular voiced velar stop [g] 
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3.2.2.4. bangka1 „boat‟ 

  b a l u t u  Smb 

  b a l u t ɔ  Pol 

  b a r u t u  Kin 

  b a r u t u  Cuy 

*baRutu 

 

*b- All languages exhibit the regular voiced bilabial stop [b]. 

*-a- All languages exhibit the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]. 

*-R- Kin and Cuy exhibit the rhotic reflex [r] while Smb and Pol show the lateral [l]. 

*-u- All languages exhibit the regular high back rounded vowel [u]. 

*-t- All languages exhibit the regular voiceless dental stop [t]. 

*-u All languages except for Pol exhibit the regular high back rounded vowel [u]; Pol 

shows the open back unrounded vowel reflex [ɔ]. 

 

3.2.2.5. bangka2 „boat‟ 

b a ŋ k a  Tag 

b a ŋ k a  Kap 

b a ŋ k a  Smb 

b a ŋ k a  Kan 

 *baŋka 

 

*b- All languages show the regular voiced bilabial stop [b]. 

*-a- All languages show the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]. 

*-ŋ- All languages show the regular velar nasal [ŋ]. 

*-k- All languages show the voiceless velar stop [k]. 

*-a All languages show the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]. 
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3.2.3. Secondary Concepts. Other notions associated with death and afterlife in 

Philippine languages were included in the analysis. The semantic scope of these 

secondary concepts include the more contemporary traditions and perceptions on death 

and afterlife that have recently emerged, specifically due to the feudal influence and 

spread of the Spanish Christian religion. 

 

3.2.3.1. alis „to leave; to go‟ 

ʔ a l i s  Tag 

  ʔ a l i s  Ilo 

  ʔ a l i   Smb 

  ʔ a l i ʔ  Pol 

  ʔ a l i n  Cuy 

h a l i n  Kin 

*halin 

 

*h- Only Kin retained the glottal fricative [h], while Tag, Ilo, Smb, Pol and Cuy show the 

glottal stop [ʔ], which is illustrative of consonant lenition or weakening. 

*-a- All languages show the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]. 

*-l- All languages exhibit the regular lateral consonant [l]. 

*-i- All languages show the regular high front unrounded vowel [i]. 

*-n Only Kin and Cuy retained the regular alveolar nasal [n]; Tag and Ilo show 

weakening from the alveolar nasal [n] to the voiceless alveolar fricative [s] based on the 

sonority hierarchy. Pol shows consonant substitution, which is illustrative of a non-

automatic sound change that is typical in Philippine languages (Paz, 1981, p. 81). In this 

case the alveolar nasal [n] is substituted with the glottal stop [ʔ]. Smb on the other hand 

underwent simple reduction and consonant loss. 

 

3.2.3.2. hukay „grave‟ 

k u t k u t  Smb 

  k u t k u t  Kap 

  k u t k u t  Kin 

  k ə t k ə t  Cuy 

*kutkut 
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*k- All languages exhibit the regular voiceless velar stop [k]. 

*-u-All languages except Cuy show the high back rounded vowel [u]; Cuy shows a reflex 

of mid-central vowel [ə]. 

*-t- All languages exhibit the regular voiceless dental stop [t]. 

*k- All languages exhibit the regular voiceless velar stop [k]. 

*-u- All languages except Cuy show the high back rounded vowel [u]; Cuy shows a reflex 

of mid-central vowel [ə]. 

*-t All languages exhibit the regular voiceless dental stop [t]. 

 

3.2.3.3. lupa „soil; earth‟ 

  l u  p a  Tag 

  l u  p a  Kap 

  l u  p a  Kin 

l u  t a  Kan 

  l u  t a  Smb 

  l ə g t a  Cuy 

*lupa 

 

*l- All languages exhibit the regular lateral consonant. 

*-u- All languages except Cuy show the regular high back rounded vowel; Cuy shows the 

mid-central vowel reflex [ə]. 

 *-p- Tag, Kap and Kin show the regular reflex of voiceless bilabial stop; Kan, Smb and 

Cuy show voiceless dental stop [t]. 

*-a All languages exhibit the regular open back unrounded vowel. 
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3.2.3.4. langit „sky; heaven‟ 

  l a ŋ i t  Tag 

  l a ŋ i t  Smb 

  l a ŋ i t  Kap 

  l a ŋ i t  Pol 

  l a ŋ i t  Kin 

  l a ŋ i t  Cuy 

  l ɑ ŋ i t  Tbl 

  h a ny i t  Ivt 

*laŋit 

 

*l- All languages except Ivt exhibit the regular lateral consonant [l]; Ivt shows the glottal 

fricative [h] which is illustrative of the reflex substitution (Paz, 1981, p. 81). 

*-a- All languages except Tbl show the regular open back unrounded vowel [a]; Tbl 

shows the open back unrounded reflex [ɑ] (Reid, 1997, p. 11). 

*-ŋ- All languages except Ivt show the regular velar nasal [ŋ]; Ivt exhibits the voiced 

alveopalatal nasal reflex [ny]. This reflex only occurs following the high front unrounded 

vowel [i] in word-initial and word-medial positions (Cottle & Cottle, 1958, p. 30). 

*-i-All languages exhibit the regular high front unrounded vowel [i]. 

*-t All languages exhibit the regular voiceless dental stop [t]. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS. Thirteen words with cognate sets that are associated with the 

concept of death, burial and afterlife, namely *pataj „to die‟, *ləbəŋ „to bury‟  *taŋis „to 

cry‟, *luhak „tears‟, *lawas „body‟, *kaRaRuwa and *kalag „soul‟, *baRutu  and *baŋka 

„boat‟, *halin „to go; to leave‟, *kutkut „grave‟, *lupa „earth soil‟ and *laŋit „heaven; sky‟ 

were obtained from the study. Comparative analysis showed that such words are 

relatively regular in form in most of the ten languages that were utilized in the study. 

These tentative reconstructions were also compared to those proposed by Paz (1981) and 

Charles (1974). 

 

4.1. Death and Afterlife in Philippine languages. A substantial number of proto-

Philippine forms reconstructed in this study reveal the significance of the culture of 

death and afterlife in Philippine languages, as well as linguistic proof of a genetic 

subgrouping that supports the existence of Proto-Philippine (Zorc, 1986). 

 

4.1.1. Tears. Two reconstructions on the word for „tears‟, namely *luhaɁ and *luhak were 

laid out and reevaluated in this paper. This may have produced yet another plethora of 

problems and issues regarding the reconstruction of the glottal stop /Ɂ/ and voiceless 

velar stop /k/ in Philippines languages, but may have also provided further insight on 

the deeper genetic relationship and subgrouping of two particular languages, T‟boli and 

Agutaynon. However such findings are still subject to further research. 

 

4.1.2. Soul. Two reconstructions for the word „soul‟, namely *kaRaRuwa and *kalag were 

also presented in the study. Notable semantic distinctions for the two words based on 

the data also reveal that [kalag] is also used to mean „ghost‟ in other Philippine languages 

such as Bikol Polangui and Cuyunon. [Kaluluwa], on the other hand may also be related 

to the PMP *nawa „breath; breath soul‟, which is referred to “a concept of life-force” 

(Blust, 1995, p. 501). A number of Philippine languages reveal semantic reflexes of soul 

with this proto-form as seen in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Semantic reflexes of ‘breath’ and ‘soul’ in Philippine languages 

Language Reflex Meaning 

1. Tausug3 nyawa 

nyawalihan 

soul; spirit; essence of life 

part of the person that 

leaves the body at death 

2. Maranao4 niyawa life; spirit 

3. Jama Mapun5 nyawa-lihan inner spirit 

4. Batad Ifugao6 lennawa soul 

5. T‟boli nawa spirit; breath 

6. Tagalog ginhawa breath; to breathe 

7. Kinaray-a ginhawa breath; to breathe 

8. Hiligaynon ginhawa breath; to breathe 

9. Waray ginhawa breath; to breathe 

 

It can be observed in Table 3 that while languages like Tagalog, Kinaray-a, Hiligaynon 

and Waray use the word [ginhawa] to generally mean „breath‟ or „to breathe‟, other 

languages like Tausug, Batad Ifugao and T‟boli use it to mean „spirit‟ or „soul‟. This may 

also indicate a possible semantic network and correlation from the meaning „to breathe‟ 

to „life‟ or the „essence of life‟, which is the soul (Paz, 2008, p. 5). 

 

4.1.3. Boat. Two proto-forms, namely *baŋka and *baRutu were also reconstructed for 

the word boat. These reconstructions may also signify the perceptions of death and 

afterlife as a journey on a boat (Abrera, 2007, p. 30). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Semantic Web of Death and Afterlife in Ph languages 
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Figure 2 revisits the concept map of death and afterlife based on the tentative 

reconstructed proto-forms obtained and analyzed in this study. The solid arrows 

correspond to the primary association and relationship of the main concepts with each 

other, which include patay „death‟, lawas „body‟, kaluluwa and kalag „soul‟, barutu and bangka 

„boat‟, libing „to bury‟, tangis „to cry‟ and luha „tears‟.  The arrows with broken lines on the 

other hand represent the secondary association of other concepts with death and afterlife, 

which include halin „to go; to leave‟, kutkut „grave‟, lupa „earth‟ and langit „heaven‟. Finally 

the two-way arrows, which are observed in kaluluwa and kalag, and barutu and bangka 

denote that two words have developed to convey a single meaning, that is, „soul‟ and 

„boat‟ respectively. 

 

4.2. The Existence of Proto-Philippine Revisited. The field of historical linguistics 

does not simply end in the reconstruction of proto-phonemes and proto-morphemes; 

these pieces of evidences may also serve to reconstruct a possible subgrouping of related 

languages (Crowley, 1997, p. 166). This paper also revisited the subgrouping of 

Philippine languages and provided further evidence for the existence of Proto-Philippine 

as proposed by Blust (1991). 

 

4.2.1. Proto-Philippine subgroup. Zorc (1986) first proposed the existence of a Proto-

Philippine subgroup (PPh), while Blust (1991) further laid out the linguistic evidence for 

a Proto-Greater Central Philippine microgroup, which mostly comprise of shared lexical 

innovations. Applying a careful and scrupulous approach of comparative method, both 

have come up with a list of 327 lexical items which comprise the “Philippine-only 

cognate sets” (Blust, 2005, p. 35). Furthermore, Blust (1991) remodeled the earlier 

subgroupings under PPh, which totaled fifteen (15) and reduced it to nine (9) 

microgroups. These microgroups include the Bashiic, Cordilleran, Central Luzon, Inati, 

Kalamian, Bilic, GCP, Sangiric and Minahasan (Blust, 1991). The GCP microgroup 

further covers the South Mangyan, Palawanic, Central Philippines, Manobo, Danaw, 

Subanun and Gorontalo-Mongondow subgroups (Blust, 1991, p. 101). 

 

Tentative reconstructions related to death, burial and afterlife can be observed in a 

number of Proto-Philippine microgroups. Words associated with the concept of death 

include *ləbəŋ „to bury‟, and has reflexes which are evident in the GCP (Tag, Pol, Cuy, 

Kin), Central Luzon (Kap, Smb) and Bilic (Tbl) microgroups.  Reflexes of the proto-
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form *taŋis „to cry‟ can also be found in the Bashiic (Ivt), Cordilleran (Ilo), Central Luzon 

(Smb) and GCP (Cuy) microgroups. The proto-form *laŋit „heaven‟ which serves as a 

secondary concept related to afterlife also shows reflexes in the Bashiic (Ivt), Central 

Luzon (Smb, Kap), GCP (Tag, Cuy, Kin, Pol) and Bilic (Tbl) microgroups. 

 

4.2.2. Cordilleran microgroup. A few cognates were observed in the Kan and Ilo 

languages which are related to death and afterlife. They both fall under the Cordilleran 

microgroup, which gathers a relatively large and diverse set of languages (Blust, 1991, p. 

78). Kan and Ilo show the cognates [natəj] and [nataj] respectively for the reconstructed 

proto-form *pataj. 

 

4.2.3. Central Luzon microgroup. The Smb and Kap languages which were utilized in this 

study also provide lexical evidence for its subgrouping, which show similar reflexes for 

the proto-forms *pataj „to die‟, *kutkut „grave‟ and *kaRaRuwa „soul‟. Blust (1991, p. 97) 

recognizes this small subgroup although a number of historical linguists split it into two: 

Kapampangan and the Sambalic languages.  

 

4.2.4. GCP microgroup. While the bulk of evidence which proves the existence of the 

Greater Central Philippine microgroup is lexical (Blust, 1991, p. 97), reflexes of a number 

of proto-forms related to death and afterlife further support its subgrouping. The 

tentative reconstruction *pataj „to die‟ shows a cognate set in Tag, Kin and Cuy. Reflexes 

of the proto-form *halin „to go; to leave‟ and *baRutu „boat‟ which are found in Cuy and 

Kin may also point to a further subgrouping under GCP; in fact both languages fall 

under the Western Bisayan subgroup of dialects (Zorc, 1972, p. 128). 

 

4.2.5. Bashiic and Bilic microgroups. Only one language for each of these microgroups 

was gathered in this study, namely Ivatan (for Bashiic) and T‟boli (for Bilic). Both also 

show reflexes for a number of the reconstructed forms that further prove the existence 

of Proto-Philippine, especially despite the highly distinct lexical and syntactic structure of 

the Bilic languages (Blust, 1991, p. 81) and also the equally marked subgrouping of the 

Bashiic languages (Blust, 1991, p. 77). 

 

4.2.6. Kalamian and Bilic microgroups. Reevaluation of the proto-form PPh *luhak/ 

*luhaɁ „tears‟, which illustrate a reflex of the voiceless velar stop /k/ in Agutaynon 
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[luquk] and T‟boli [ləwɑk], as well as other proto-forms which show the same reflex in 

their word-initial and word-final positions may provide evidence of a possible 

subgrouping of these languages (Hernandez, pers. comm.). Zorc (1986) proposed a 

Proto-Southern Philippine subgroup which also includes the languages of Northern 

Sulawesi (Blust, 1991, p. 102). However such subgrouping is still subject to further 

research. 

 

Endnotes 

 

1Reid (1997, p. 11) proposed a T‟boli reflex of [o] for the PPh *a in his study; however a 

tentative analysis on its acoustic characterization shows an open back unrounded vowel 

[ɑ]. 

 

2Paz (1981) used the symbol [Ɂ] for reconstructing the glottal stop; Charles (1974) on the 

other hand used [q]. This study maintained the use of the symbol [Ɂ] for the glottal stop. 

 

3 Hassan, I.U., et al. (1994) Tausug-English Dictionary: Kabtangan Iban Maana (2nd ed.).  

 Manila: SIL. 

 

4 McKaughn, H.P & A-Macarya, B. (1996). A Maranao Dictionary. Manila: De La Salle  

 University Press, Inc. 

 

5 Collins, M.A, et al. (2001). Mapun-English dictionary. Manila: Summer Institute of  

 Linguistics-Philippines Inc. 

 

6 Newell, L.E. (1993). Batad Ifugao Dictionary. Manila: Linguistic Society of the Philippines. 
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